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Hon3y; Number of CDs: 1; Frame (fps): 23,976 Review. I hate old content and games that are less than two years old. But in this case, I still allow myself some discount, because I note that this creation
was to my taste. Yes, there are a lot of plot holes and very few writers. It seems that in the head of the authors there was only one, albeit a very successful solution. But the denouement is like a classic
computer game - 1-2 minutes, and if successful, you can already become a new object of research or an element of the interior. And what should be the quest? Let's start watching. First thing I saw on
Tonight! Planetarium is creepy, creepy steampunk. Huge runes, deployed empty battlefields in the arcade genre, and all this against the backdrop of blood-red electric lamps. I don't know about you, but I
like this kind of stuff. Steampunk is a mixture of magic and destructive weapons, and the cold, harsh light and water elemental are just the perfect contrast. Plot. I wonâ€™t bore you, but Iâ€™ll simply
answer the question that I am often asked in the comments - what didnâ€™t you like about this project? I will say one thing - I did not like it. Why? Because I didn't like that the history of the indie
game was not so interesting. In Tonights! Planets lacks a very specific ingredient that would give meaning to everything that happens. This game will not come out the way I would like it to be. And
unfortunately, at the moment this is the only minus of the project. Overall rating: 4 out of 10 points. Netflix and Amazon Fast Track When Adam Altman, top manager of the American streaming
provider and publisher of online games Netflip Kitty, announced his intention to create a completely new and completely different company, thus earning billions of dollars, it was clear that the project
was in the phase of a massive reorganization . And now the company, which has gathered strength to launch a new streaming service, is hard at work consolidating assets and rebuilding its own websites.
So far, neither Amazon nor some other online market players are an obstacle for Netflips. Recall that the founder of Netflide, Carl Lapma
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